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The Amazing Pets

Mom lets get a pet! sure said mom but first we need to buy it some food. Wait! George what type of pet are we

getting? " I want a dog." said Proper Noun . Ok said mom so we will need to buy it some food, a collor,

and a leash. Alright lets go shopping for a dog. Alright here we are you could choose out any dog but hairy ones

Kay. Noun I want this one said Proper Noun pointing to a Adjective lab. Alright lets see

how much money it is. interjection this dog just took all of our money away. Just kidding but we should

enter it in a contest to earn back some money because it's 20,000 $ so ya that is a lot of money for just one pet.

Oh, look Proper Noun there's a pet show flyer right here. It says that it is Friday at 3:00 so that is great we

will have 6 days to train him. The next day they started training there new dog Proper Noun . They taught

him how to jump, rollover, and to catch a Frisbee. Tomorrow they were going to teach him how to play dead and

to balance on a ball. It is now Friday and we are checking out the competition. We have to compete against a a

jumping a . That's some tough competition. Especially because there's a flying wolf. Ladies and Gentlemen it

is time for the pet show we will now introduce you to the flying wolf. Now it is time for the dancing cat. Good

job Mittens now for the White horse who will go through this obstacle course. last but not Preposition

Proper Noun the dog who will be showing us some tricks. Congratulations to The flying wolf for taking

1st place. The dog takes 2nd and the horse takes 3rd. Sorry mittens but you didn't win this time. This has been

the Pet Show
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